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THE HONORARY DEGREE Recipients for this year’s commencement ceremonies were revealed in an April 12 collegewide
email from President and CEO Kwang-Wu Kim.
The recipients include theater director David Cromer;
Mark Kelly, Chicago’s Department of Cultural Affairs and
Special Events commissioner and former Vice President of
Student Success; renowned painter Kerry James Marshall;
and founders of the Matthew Shepard Foundation Judy
and Dennis Shepard. The late Board of Trustees Chairman
Dick Kiphart will also be honored with a posthumous
degree, received by his widow Susan Kiphart.
Kim said the process for choosing the recipients, who will
deliver a speech during the commencement ceremonies, was
different than previous years because it was the first year
without Kelly at the college. Kelly was previously part of the
process of choosing the recipients before becoming the
DCASE commissioner.
“In other schools, it is a very long, multi-year process,
and people make recommendations, but ours is thinking
more about the speech, the personality and what will work
for our students and who we believe are deserving of the
degree,” Kim said.
Kelly, who worked at Columbia for 32 years and was
responsible for planning the commencement ceremony
for more than 15 years before leaving the college in July
2016, said the offer to be an honorary degree recipient
“floored” him.
“It is a very important moment for me and possibly the
last time I will be speaking publicly at Columbia,” Kelly
said. “It is going to be one of the most special moments in
my professional life.”

The commencement ceremonies are both a celebration
for graduates and the Columbia community, Kelly said.
“It is an event that captures the spirit of Columbia,”
Kelly said. “You get a sense of the power of our graduates,
and that they are ready to go out into the world, and the
ceremony reflects all of that.”
Both Judy and Dennis Shepard said they were surprised
and honored to be chosen as recipients. The couple started
the Matthew Shepard Foundation after their late son
was a victim of an LGBTQ-related hate crime in 1998,
according to the foundation’s website. The foundation
currently works to continue Matthew Shepard’s passion
for facilitating a more caring world.
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It is going to be one of the most special
moments in my professional life.
MARK KELLY
“I want them to realize that [students] are our future
and they need to work, live and enjoy their lives as they
go through it,” said Dennis Shepard, a Nebraska native.
“Being an old country boy, to receive an honor like this
from a place like Chicago is a thrill to me. I can’t wait to
see all the happy faces.”
Susan Kiphart said she was thrilled to hear Columbia
wanted to honor her late husband and said she will enjoy
speaking on his behalf. She added that she is looking
forward to speaking to students who may not have
known about his work with the college, a place he loved.
Dick Kiphart served as the chairman of the board of
trustees from 2013 to 2016. He died Sept. 10, 2016, as
reported Sept. 19, 2016, by The Chronicle.

SEE HDR, PAGE 10
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2017 Honorary Degree
recipients include new faces,
former Columbia leaders
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Students should help choose
Honorary Degree Recipients
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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esides walking across the stage and
receiving a hard-earned diploma,
one of the most memorable aspects
of a student’s commencement experience
is the advice from whomever sends them
off into the world beyond higher education:
the college’s Honorary Degree Recipients.
Columbia has a long history of seeking
individuals who have a reputation for
their progressive and society-changing
ideals and/or talent in the arts community. 2016’s HDRs included actress Jane
Lynch and songwriter Diane Warren, to
name a couple.
As reported on the Front Page, the college invited both new and familiar faces
to the institution to give speeches and
receive their awards.
While there is nothing wrong with the
HDRs chosen, and each has insightful
knowledge that they can bestow upon
graduating seniors, it is surprising that
the student body has no input about its
graduation speakers. Because of that, it
isn’t outrageous to wonder if the administrators has any idea whether or not these
recipients are people who the students
want to hear from.
As well as the new committee of faculty,
staff and administration now choosing
the student commencement speakers, as
reported March 27 by The Chronicle, the
HDR recommendations and decisions
exclude the student body. The Office of the
President sent a Nov. 15, 2016, email asking
employees to provide recommendations for
the 2017 HDRs with a deadline two weeks
later, but it was not sent to students.
Commencement should benefit students
first and foremost. Even if their recommendations or choices are not used, showing students that their voices are being
heard and that they have the opportunity
to participate could make the memorable day more significant for some. It even
has potential to inspire more seniors to
attend if they had not previously planned
on walking the stage.
The college could also just involve
the Student Government Association, if
allowing recommendations from all students would cause a work overload for
members of the committee that chooses
the HDRs. The committee could provide
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to P-Fac members who lost teaching assignments to full-time staff
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Feb. 20 article. This is the approximate sum that P-Fac claims is

the court denied the NLRB’s motion to stay the proceedings. The
Chronicle regrets these errors and corrected them online April 6.
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18th annual citywide undergraduate poetry festival kicks off » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

CHANGES TO COLUMBIA’S healthcare
insurance plan design and cost-sharing
structure—including higher premium
contributions, deductibles, out-of-pocket maximums, copayments and coinsurance payments—were announced
for full-time, non-union employees
in an April 4 email from the Business
Affairs Office.
Scheduled to go into effect Jan. 1, 2018,
the changes, for both singles and those with
families, were announced as the beginning
of a series of incremental changes taking
place over the next five years as the college
attempts to lower its cost of healthcare
coverage to reallocate funds to other goals,
according to the email announcement.
Despite multiple requests from The
Chronicle, college spokeswoman Cara
Birch declined interviews with Senior
Vice President and Provost Stan Wearden,
Senior Vice President of Business Affairs
and Chief Financial Officer Jerry Tarrer
and Associate Vice President of Human
Resources Norma De Jesus.
“Given ongoing challenges in higher education, Columbia is at a pivotal point in its
history,” the announcement said. “We must
reallocate our resources to best support
institutional priorities and goals. This will
allow reinvestment in human, capital, and
technological resources for the benefit of
our students, staff and faculty, which are
all critical to fulfilling our mission.”
Rojhat Avsar, associate professor in the
Humanities, History and Social Sciences
Department and member of Faculty
Senate’s Financial Affairs Committee,
said while he is not affected by the cost
increases, he can understand how they
affect other faculty members if they spend
more on their healthcare needs, particularly with out-of-pocket maximums and
co-insurance payments.
Out-of-pocket maximums for single faculty will increase from $1,125 per year to
$2,700 per year, and from $2,500 to $6,200
per year for faculty with families, according to the email. Co-insurance payments
for all faculty will increase from 10 percent
to 20 percent.
“Ten to 20 percent seems like a small
increase, but let’s say [for] a treatment that

costs $5,000, then you can feel the difference,” Asvar said.
The only benefit to not receive an
increase was vision coverage for single
employees, which remained at $5 per
month, according the email.
These cost increases come after life
insurance benefits cuts were made during
the Fall 2016 Semester for full-time, nonunion employees. Faculty were notified
of benefits cuts reducing the payment to
beneficiaries from 3.5 times to 1.5 times
the employee’s annual salary in the event
of their passing, as reported Sept. 26, 2016,
by The Chronicle.
After the beneficiary payment was
reduced, which came as a surprise to
many faculty, the college’s Faculty Senate
Executive Committee requested a meeting with college administrators to discuss
faculty concerns and were assured that
future changes would be discussed with
them before being announced, as reported
Sept. 26 by The Chronicle.
In an April 13 emailed statement to The
Chronicle, Faculty Senate President and
Associate Professor in the Photography
Department Greg Foster-Rice said he was
disappointed that further discussion of
the changes did not take place with the
senate’s Compensation Committee before
the announcement. Foster-Rice said future
changes were briefly discussed during the
committee’s March 14 meeting, but they
were not made aware of specific details of
the changes or how soon the changes would
be implemented.
During their April 14 session, the Faculty
Senate approved two motions requesting a detailed rationale for the benefits
changes to be presented to the Senate’s
Compensation Committee, Financial
Affairs Committee, and the full Senate
before May 5, as well as directing the
Compensation Committee to suggest
improvements to the healthcare plan.
Elizabeth Davis-Berg, Faculty Senate
member and Associate Chair of the Science
and Mathematics Department, said during
the April 14 session she calculated some of
her family’s doctor appointment costs after
the changes, but wished the announcement
would have included examples on how the
changes could affect faculty.
“Had the benefits package come with a
scenario, that might actually be helpful

because first glance is, ‘This is going to
cost my family a lot more,” Davis-Berg
said. “There may be things I’m missing;
maybe it’s not as bad as it seems. At my
first glance, I’ve got at least another $200300 in just copays.”
According to the email, Columbia
paid more than $12 million in 2016 for
healthcare coverage for full-time faculty,
staff and their family members. The cost
to provide these benefits increases each
year on average by 6.4 percent, the email
also stated.
Dave Torri, area senior vice president
of higher education practice at Arthur J.
Gallagher & Co. insurance agency, said many
higher education institutions have had to
compensate for the rising healthcare costs.
In addition to shifting costs to employees,
Torri said institutions are also trying to
identify ways for faculty to help themselves
through their insurance.
“A lot of what our clients are looking for
now is more choice,” Torri said. “How do
we provide those members with the ability
to tailor their own plans? And looking not
just at healthcare, but other benefits across
the board and identify ways for faculty to
truly pick and choose benefits they value
more in their needs at the time.”
It is important for institutions to balance
saving money with continuing to serve their
employees needs, Torri said.
“Everything with regard to the benefit
program is to attract and retain employees, so you always [have] to have that in
mind and not just be concentrating on
[shifting] costs,” Torri said. “You have to
remain competitive with those programs
[and] speak to the employees’ needs in a
number of areas.”
Faculty members may see these
increases in cost-sharing as a reduction
in their compensation, Asvar said.
“Whenever you make more out-of-pocket
payments, that would mean your pay is
reduced, so some faculty members may
think of this as an implicit pay cut of a sort,”
Asvar said. “These are most applicable to
cases where there are a lot of health care
expenses. When there’s a birth, [or] accidents that requires hospitalization, those
cases certainly faculty members would feel
more pain economically.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

» INFORMATION COURTESY OF OFFICE
BUSINESS AFFAIRS

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE
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Alumna reshapes Englewood
perception through photography
YOUNG ENGLEWOOD ARTIST Tonika
Johnson is working to change the
perception of her neighborhood,
which has a national reputation
for being plagued with crime
and violence.
The 2003 journalism alumna
and street photographer documents the positive aspects of
Englewood that are often overlooked because of the neighborhood’s portrayal in mainstream
media. Johnson said those negative stereotypes can damage
community resources, including economic investments and
arts programming.
“It’s really important for communities to be able to have some
valid perception since that truly
determines the economic impact
of a neighborhood, whether it has

visitors or whether it has certain stores coming through the
neighborhood, all of those things
are ultimately decided by the
perception of a neighborhood,”
Johnson said.
Johnson’s first major exhibit,
“From the INside,” provided an
insider’s view of Englewood and
featured photos of a couple holding
hands and a young woman picking flowers. The exhibit was first
shown in Englewood’s Hamilton
Park Cultural Center in October
2016. Johnson said the subjects
in her photos attended the gallery showing and were pleased to
see themselves depicted in such
positive ways.
Members of the Englewood
community also told Johnson
that her photographs reminded
them of cherished moments they
experienced growing up in the
neighborhood, she added.

» Photos courtesy TONIKA JOHNSON
Tonika Johnson, 2003 alumna and street photographer, is using her work to
provide a positive portrayal of the Englewood neighborhood, which is often
thought of as violent and crime-laden.

The exhibit is now being displayed in the Harold Washington
Library on the eighth floor until
June 4.
“I’m really glad I was able to offer
that moment for them as well as let
the larger public know that these
moments do exist in a community
they would think is rampant with
violence and crime,” Johnson said.
“Everyday Rituals,” Johnson’s
most recent exhibit, was shown

Feb. 10–March 19 alongside
Chicago-based painter Adrienne
Powers in the Rootwork Gallery,
645 W. 18th St. Tracie Hall, the
founding curator of Rootwork,
said their work allowed people to
see the beauty of these everyday
experiences in a rich community.
“She captures the human condition and the human experience,
especially in urban space, from
a point of view that no outsider

could or would,” Hall said. “She’s
bringing the experience of growing
up in Englewood and all of that
understanding, empathy and
resonance, to the work.”
Johnson’s efforts to help her
community extend beyond her
photography. She also works for
a nonprofit social enterprise
group called Growing Home,
which provides job training for
low-income individuals.

SEE JOHNSON, PAGE 10

» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Tuesday April 18
James Boyd Senior Recital
Wednesday April 19
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series
at the Conaway
Recording & Performance Ensembles in Concert
Kris Bendrick and Drew Farrar Senior Recital
at the Sherwood

Charlie Curtis-Beard

The Contradictions
Bridget Lyons
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7:00 pm
12:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Thursday April 20
Jalen Baker Senior Recital
Student Piano Recital #5 at the Sherwood

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Friday April 21
D’Zhari Bolden Senior Recital
Emily Michielutti Senior Recital at the Sherwood

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Saturday April 22
Advanced Studio Performance

1:00 pm

CAMPUS
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Faculty Senate discusses input
in statement review process

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
During a Faculty Senate session April 14, members discussed updates to
the college’s workload policy and approved a motion calling for additional
transparency and communication in the statement review process.
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR
DURING ITS APRIL 14 session,
Columbia’s Faculty Senate presented the current draft of the
Academic Year Workload Policy
document, edited to remove gen-

der-specific and hyperbolic language, replace passive voice with
active voice, and improve clarity
and consistency.
As reported April 3 by The
Chronicle, Senate members
approved an Academic Year
Workload Policy, including

feedback from faculty members to
be sent to the Statement Review
Committee for further updates
to the policy’s language during
a special session held March 31.
Columbia’s board of trustees
was scheduled to vote on the document during the April 14 meeting. As of press time, the board’s
decision has not been announced.
Greg Foster-Rice, Faculty
Senate president and associate
professor in the Photography
Department who is also a member of the Statement Review
Committee, said the meetings
that provided feedback on the
document helped update the
policy’s language.
“These groups, forums and
meetings—I would argue— greatly
informed the process for [those]
sitting on the committee and contributed to a stronger document,”
Foster-Rice said.
Despite these changes, other
Senate members were still worried about transparency and
communication throughout the
statement review process.

Associate Professor in the
Science and Mathematics
Department Keith Kostecka said
he was concerned about Senate
members not having the opportunity to have significant involvement in the process of reviewing
the document.
“I do feel that the process where
we have no input into this is not
proper, is not correct,” Kostecka
said. “I realize [the board of trustees] has to approve this and how
important it is for the teaching
faculty for that to be voted on
and approved. I find it difficult
to see the board of trustees get
to deal with academic-related
issues where we do not have the
same opportunity.”
Ava Chatterjee, associate
professor in the Education
Department, confirmed that
other faculty members echoed
Kostecka’s concerns, adding that
assurance was needed so that faculty input would be meaningful in
the process.
After this discussion, a motion
was presented and approved

calling for future Senate representatives in Statement Review
Committees to make themselves
available at public forums in
order to hear feedback from other
Senate members and increase
communication during the
overall process when the policy
is updated
While Kostecka said the motion
did not go far enough, Senate
member and Associate Professor
in the English Department Sarah
Odishoo said she was happy with
the motion. She said other faculty members also contacted her
wanting greater input throughout
the process.
“It’s a wonderful motion, and
the stuff that goes on in Faculty
Senate has to be communicated to the rest of the faculty,”
Odishoo said. “They don’t have
to be included, but they do have
to be heard.”
See Page 3 for Faculty Senate’s
discussion of Columbia’s employee
insurance changes.
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

Friday Night Concert,
April 21, 6:30 p.m.

APRIL 21-23, 2017 • THE WESTIN O’HARE ROSEMONT

Frank Catalano Band

Experience Your Music
the Way It Was Meant
to be Heard!

The World’s Best in High-End Audio – All in one place.

Attention Columbia College Students:
Use Coupon Code: COLUMBIA
and Save $5 on your Student Ticket.
Please Note: Coupon code does not apply to previous purchases.

www.axpona.com
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Saturday Night Concert,
April 22, 6:30 p.m.

Blues Revue &
Benefit Concert

Featuring:
Ronnie Baker Brooks,
Billy Branch, and
Mud Morganfield!

CAMPUS

Theatre, Television departments
team up with ‘Fefu and Her Friends’

» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE
Columbia’s Theatre and Television departments have collaborated to bring “Fefu and Her Friends” to
the stage and provide an April 28 live stream for students to view.
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER
IN COLLABORATION WITH the Television
Department, the Theatre Department
will debut its first live stream performance April 28 as part of one of its
upcoming shows, “Fefu and Her Friends.”
The show will run April 19-29 at Studio
404 in the Theatre Center, 72 E. 11th St.
The live stream can be viewed at Film Row
Cinema, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
The 1977 play, written by Maria Irene
Fornes will include an original score composed by Music Department students.
According to Brian Shaw, the show’s
director and professor in the Theatre
Department, “Fefu and Her Friends” follows
the lives of eight women during the 1930s.
He added that the show is interactive and
will include “complex, private lives that are
reckless, erotic and filled with self-doubt.”
Senior theatre major Katheryn Pucillo,
who plays the role of Fefu, said the play
focuses on women navigating life while
facing oppression from outside forces.
“It shows not only the trials women have
had to go through in history up until now, but
also showing that at the end of day, we are
just craving acceptance, but it is not always
easily obtained,” Pucillo said.
A course within the Television
Department—“Production: Specia l
Projects Live Theatre,” which Shaw
teaches alongside Brady Hyde, an adjunct
professor in the Television Department—
enrolls theatre and television majors who
collaborate on various projects.
For this show, the 14 television students enrolled in the course will be
filming the production as well as live
streaming for students to view.

Hyde said he and Shaw were discussing
the recent trend of live performances on
NBC and Fox including “Grease Live” and
“The Sound of Music.” These performances
were filmed on multiple stages and use
the combination of theater and television
elements to bring the story to an audience
of millions.
“The live stream is supposed to be like
watching it there on site,” Hyde said. “The
cool thing is the Television Department can
be on stage [because] they are performing
and control what the viewer sees; it is going
to give it a much more intimate feel.”
Pucillo added that the collaboration
between the two departments taught
her a lot about how the process of filming
for television compares with acting in a
live setting.
“It is a great opportunity for actors to get
a taste of both [experiences] and how it
shifts but is similar,” Pucillo said. “When
they go out post-graduation, they will be
more aware and prepared for whatever
might be thrown at them.”
Shaw said the live stream will not only
grow their audience because of Film
Row Cinema’s larger capacity but will
also provide a “crucial” understanding for performers and crew members
about the differences between live and
on-camera performances.
Pucillo added that students and faculty
at the college can benefit from department
collaborations on projects such as
this one.
“It could lead to a more overall excelling
of the arts with our school and lead to some
great opportunities that haven’t been
thought of yet,” Pucillo said.
msobotka@chroniclemail.com
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» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
COLUMBIA SHOULD SEND an annual
email to students solely devoted
to basic information about Title
IX, said two student speakers at
a college assembly in honor of
Sexual Awareness Month.
Panelists, sophomore journalism major Mia DiSanto and junior
theatre major Natalie Toland, discussed issues of student awareness
the college could improve on, one
being the way Title IX information is currently sent to students–
embedded in the Annual Fire and
Safety Report.
Students, faculty and staff
gathered at Stage Two, 618 S.
Michigan Ave., for the April 10
assembly titled “Let’s Talk About
Sex.” The Columbia College
Chicago Assembly and Office
of the Provost-sponsored event

asked panelists to speak about
aspects of sexual education they
often encounter.
Although about 30 individuals attended the assembly,
most were students enrolled in
a “Women’s Healthcare Issues”
class taught by adjunct professor
in the Humanities, History and
Social Sciences Department,
Sharon Powell.

Besides DiSanto and Toland,
other panelists included Powell,
Email Marketing Manager in
the Digital Group Office Geoffery
Anderson and Chicago Alliance
Against Sexual Exploitation educator Milton Coronado.
Powell discussed the history
and previous accomplishments
of her “Women’s Healthcare
Issues” course; Coronado shared
his experience facilitating classes
for young men about ending
sexual exploitation through
CAASE; and Sanderson spoke
about a dating app he created that
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Chicago Alliance Against Sexual Exploitation educator Milton Coronado spoke
about the young men who have changed their negative attitudes toward women
after taking his course during the April 10 “Let’s Talk About Sex” assembly.
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offers a platform specifically for
people with disabilities.
Powell’s students, DiSanto and
Toland, spoke to the audience
about improvements Columbia
could make to better inform students of its Title IX policy and
other sexual education resources
such as a mandatory first year
class on the subject.
“Giving students the opportunity to explore and talk about
things [is important],” Powell said.
“For me, it’s not just about us giving them information and pushing
but also getting pushback.”
In addition, Associate Dean
of Student Health and Support
Beverly Anderson and Title IX
Investigator Janely Rivera spoke
with students in a small group
discussion after the assembly
about the services offered by the
Dean of Students and Equity
Issues offices.
Sophomore creative writing
major and assembly attendee
Christian Nisbit said it is important for students to have chances
to learn about consent and sexual

safety in college because when students first enter college, they have
a new sense of freedom, and with
that comes responsibility.
“When you go to a college environment, it is freedom, where you have
so much you can do and there are so
many structures that you had that
are now gone,” Nisbit said.
Both DiSanto and Toland
addressed the audience on behalf
of a campaign called “Presence of
Yes,” which aims to increase awareness of sexual assault and bring an
end to the mistreatment of sexual
assault cases on college campuses.
The campaign is managed by the
students in Powell’s course, a group
that changes each semester.
Although students participating
in the campaign have also engaged
in events outside the college, Powell
said this was the first time they
spoke at an on-campus event.
Besides discussing how to
improve student sexual education, DiSanto also shared
information about the history
and previous accomplishments
of her campaign.

SEE SEX, PAGE 10

Students talk sex safety
during college assembly
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“He was very impressed by
Columbia and the students,”
Susan Kiphart said. “He went
to many commencements, and
he would come home and tell me
stories about the students and
people he’d met and he loved it,
so it’s wonderful.”
Cromer and James Marshall
could not be reached for comment as of press time.
It is important that the degree
recipients reflect the ideas of
the college and have experience
with engagement in the world,
Kim said.
“Columbia has that really
strong focus on issues of social
justice and community involvement and engagement,” Kim
said. “I try to find people whose
work furthers that idea; that
what is important is for young
creatives to think about their
role in the world and how that active engagement with the world
becomes part of their practice.”

Rebekah Silverman, Growing
Home chief operating officer,
said one of the most notable qualities about Johnson’s work for the
organization is she never treats
people like victims, but rather as
individuals who are in control of
their lives.
Silverman added that people
who enter social service programs feel as if the process can
be demeaning, but Johnson has
an ability to show them that when
they partner with the group they
will be treated as more than just a
number or a case file.
“It feels really great to be able
to do work that sustains us and
also makes a really big difference
for people in Englewood, and I
know that is important to her,”
Silverman said. “The work she is
doing with us is directly related to
the work that she does in her art.”
Johnson said her next project
will focus on what segregation
in Chicago looks like. The goal
will be to show the differences
among neighborhoods in Chicago

chronicle@colum.com
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and make people question the
evolution of different regions,
she added. Unlike her previous
projects, her future one will
also incorporate historical and
written elements.
Johnson encourages aspiring
photographers to shoot what they
are passionate about because the
passion will lead to new projects, the same way her passion
as a street photographer led to
her newest project in a style that
closely resembles social justicefocused photojournalism.
“Misconceptions and negative
narratives about a neighborhood
are ultimately really damaging
because it creates a stigma, and
stigmas are the determining
factor for people wanting to
visit and invest in a community,”
Johnson said. “That’s why it’s
really important to be able to have
spaces to challenge those negative
narratives, because stereotypes
have impact.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com

Sexual education teacher
Coronado spoke about the value
that his work with CAASE offers
young men everyday.
“I basically work to empower
young men who go to high school,
and soon universities, to become
allies of survivors of sexual violence and exploitation, particularly
women, in the ways they think,
they talk and they react toward
these issues,” Coronado said.
Another aspect of Coronado’s
duties as an educator are one-session workshops, which are not
specific to high schools but to
any group that has an interest
in learning more about issues
such as consent, masculinity and
sexual harassment.
Anderson, talked about Glimmer,
his smartphone application that
allows individuals with disabilities
to meet. Anderson said he said he
developed the app after noticing
his brother, who has a moderate
cognitive impairment, had always
struggled to build relationships
outside of his family.

“It’s not directly connected to
sex,” Anderson said. “I like to say
that sex is just a part of it because it
is a part of relationships—hopefully
a positive part. I think we can agree,
based on all the discussions we have
heard today, that too often, there is
a negative association with a lot of
the things that revolve around sex
like exploitation and other areas.”
DiSanto said assemblies like
“Let’s Talk About Sex” could be
effective in spreading knowledge
about sexual safety, but only if
more people from the college
community attend. A large portion of attendees were members
of Powell’s course and few came
on their own accord.
“The biggest problem with really
important assemblies like this, and
even other assemblies at Columbia,
is that there is not enough student
involvement,” DiSanto said. “We
need to find a way to get students
to think, ‘This applies to my life,
and I need to be here.’”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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Winners!
1st Place

James Tsitiridis

2nd Place

Liam Anne Garner

3rd Place

Alexandra Secrieru

Honorable
Mentions

Nicholas Messink
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Be part of the band in “Exhibitionism—The Rolling Stones” » ColumbiaChronicle.com

»Courtesy CAL QUINN

“S-Town” composer and musician
Daniel Hart combines classical
violin with hip-hop in the podcast
soundtrack. He lives in Los Angeles and his band Dark Rooms is
working on its second album.

‘S-Town’ original score
shines behind narrative
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
CLASSICAL MUSIC RIFFS mix with hip-hop
drum beats, emphasizing each twist and
turn of the Southern Gothic story told
in the podcast “S-Town.” The podcast
also features The Zombies’ 1968 song, “A
Rose for Emily,” named after the William
Faulkner short story.
“S-Town” is the latest work from Ira Glass
and Julie Snyder’s Serial Productions,
which produces “Serial” and “This
American Life.” It has been the No. 1 podcast on iTunes since the March 28 release
of all seven episodes simultaneously—a
new approach for Serial Productions.
In “S-Town,” interview subject John B.
McLemore and host Brian Reed take the
audience on an unpredictable yet fortifying
journey through Alabama’s Bibb County
to understand the isolation that led to
McLemore’s suicide and share a view of the
South not usually discussed in the media.
Daniel Hart’s score follows the haunting
developments in the story. Hart said Glass
reached out to him to create the music in
2016 after the reporting was completed.
Hart, who has recorded with bands such as
St. Vincent, has scored more than a dozen
feature films including Disney’s “Pete’s

Dragon,” Fox’s TV show “The Exorcist” and
the Natalie Portman-produced documentary “Eating Animals,” began writing one
song a day for the podcast soundtrack. He
started with the theme song “Bibb County,”
which he said was like his audition clip to
the producers. The music can be purchased
on iTunes or streamed on Hart’s site.
“The kind of music they wanted for the
show was something I enjoy making, comes
natural to me and covers my background,”
Hart said, who is a classically trained
violinist, professional musician and film
composer living in Los Angeles.
Hart said he had more freedom with
the “S-Town” soundtrack compared to his
cinematic work and was able to explore
hip-hop drum beats with classical music.
The combination is present throughout
the podcast but becomes more prominent
when the story takes a sudden turn after
the third episode.
Aside from having artistic freedom and
blending different styles of music and
instruments, Hart said his goal was to
make sure it spoke to the story’s setting
and characters, and not play on stereotypes about the South, particularly recent
political ones made in the tense political
climate of this era.
“Doing the music for ‘S-Town’ was more

than just creating music for a good story
with people I admire and like working with,”
he said. “Especially in a time of oversimplified and often exaggerated, headline-grabbing lives we live, [through the music] I am
searching for the complexity I know to be
actual human existence.”
The Dallas, Texas native has lived more
than half his life in the South, including
a summer in Alabama, so he knows it is
important to convey the complexity of life
everywhere. His goal was achieved when
he received a message from a listener of
the podcast who lives close to Bibb County.
“[The man from Bibb County] said he
thought the music really captured the
essence of the part of the country where
he lives, and that was exactly what I had
hoped to do,” he said. “That meant a lot
to me.”
Mark Bramhill, a senior visual and
dramatic arts major at Rice University
in Houston, Texas, listened to “S-Town”
when it was released and was drawn to the
music because of its cinematic treatment

and said he appreciated the original scoring. Bramhill, who also plays the banjo,
applauds Hart for not pandering to stereotypes of the South by adding twangy
bluegrass or folky tunes.
Bramhill, who interned with NPR’s
“Planet Money” and now has his own
self-produced podcast “Welcome to
Macintosh,” said the music helped grab
his attention and better understand the
story and its characters.
“It truly feels [part of] the story and
affects the way the story is told and how
you receive it,” Bramhill said. “It makes it
something [that] adds beams of characters,
then in some cases are mutated or changed.
It also brings you in emotionally and systematically without being too on the nose.”
He mentioned that the repetition heard
in the opening and closing music of radio
shows give the audience an audio cue not
many listeners pay attention to, but Hart’s
intro music was captivating and harnessed
the story.
NPR Music, “All Songs Considered” and
“Pop Culture Happy Hour” co-host and
co-creator Stephen Thompson said in an
April 5 interview with The Chronicle that
“S-Town’s” new approach of releasing all the
episodes at once garnered massive attention and shows promise for the podcast
world and those working in it.
“There is this huge universe of potential
listeners and podcasting still only reaches
a fraction of those people,” Thompson said.
“When you have a show like ‘S-Town’—that
was downloaded 10 million times in first
couple of days—to us that is music to our
ears because that means more people are
taking an interest in podcasting.”
Hart said he is blown away by the praise
the podcast is receiving and is proud of the
whole team and story structure that has
captivated listeners.
“I am so happy with what I did. It’s not
always the case,” he said. “The freedom
[Snyder] gave me to just write music meant
that [it could] stand on its own, which was
useful for me and hopefully them.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

In a time when oversimplified and often
exaggerated, headline-grabbing lives we
live, [through the music] I am searching
for the complexity I know to be actual human existence.
DANIEL HART
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BOB MOULD
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

Z

eke Smith has been a contestant on
CBS' popular reality competition
"Survivor" for two seasons. He
stepped onto America's screens for the
first time during Season 33, "Survivor:
Millennials vs. Gen. X," and was quickly
brought back for an all-stars season full of
fan favorites during Season 34, "Survivor:
Game Changers," which is airing now.
When he applied for his first round
on the show, Smith had to make an
important decision: whether to reveal
in his application video that he is transgender. He ultimately decided not to,
so he would be chosen on his merits
and qualifications and not so he could
be the first transgender contestant.
Though it was something revealed to the
producers during the casting process,
his gender identity wasn't publicized
on the show. That is, until the April 12
episode aired and Smith was outed by
fellow survivor Jeff Varner who did so in
a desperate move to not be eliminated.
I could go into the many reasons why
what Varner did was despicable and telling of the transphobia he was trying to
tap into, but his bigotry deserves no more
media attention than already received.
Instead, what needs to be focused on
is the support that has been shown for
Smith in the aftermath of the airing of the
episode as well as the immediate support
he received from his fellow contestants.
"You should be ashamed of yourself
for what you're willing to do to get
yourself further in a game for a million dollars," contestant Ozzy Lusth
told Varner during the episode.
The other contestants all had similar
reactions and responses to the news,
including one conservative contestant who said this revelation hadn't
changed how she felt about Smith.
"Survivor" host Jeff Probst then led
the elimination round by asking the
contestants if they all agreed Varner
should go home, rather than using the
secret ballot system that has been in
place for the entirety of the show's run.
"This moment because of where we
are in the culture seemed to be so much
14 THE CHRONICLE APRIL 17, 2017
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Wednesday, April 19

bigger than our show," Probst told the
New York Times following the airing
of the episode. "And so this ritual of a
torch snuffing, which is usually the end
of an episode and very important, suddenly became completely insignificant.
What happened at [the] tribal [council
ceremony] transcended 'Survivor.'"
The reactions on social media from
fans of the show were overwhelmingly
in support of Smith, and some criticized CBS' decision to air the episode
instead of editing out the clip.
In an April 13 statement, CBS said
producers consulted with Smith and
representatives from GLAAD, an LGBTQ
rights group, for the nine months between
the episode's filming and air date.
"From his first season through the
current edition, we have always been
guided by the principle that this is
[Smith's] story to tell, and it remains
so," the statement read. "We believe this
episode, accompanied by [Smith's] own
remarkable writing and speaking on the
subject, has provided an unexpected but
important dialogue about acceptance and
treating transgender people with respect."
Because no one could have predicted
Varner's attempted power play, there was
only so much the "Survivor" producers
and network could retroactively do. But
the handling of this terrible situation
is indicative of an important changing
attitude toward transgender people
and the acceptance of them that this
country is slowly working to achieve.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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Metro Chicago
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FROM THE FRONT ROW
John Mayer performed April 11 at
United Center, 1901 W. Madison St., for
his The Search for Everything tour.

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Country rightfully rallies around
'Survivor' contestant after televised outing
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Exhibit illustrates Rolling
Stones’ cultural, musical legacy
in interviews and performing,
narrated by filmmaker Martin
Scorsese, Gallagher said. Right
before the end, visitors come face
to face with the original outfits
the band wore on tour, with some
designed by Alexander McQueen.
“The style gallery [is impressive] because not only does it talk
about the clothes, but it talks
about the significant cultural
moments that they participated
in,” Gallagher said.
Local photographer Paul Natkin
has been photographing the band
since 1978 and has five photos on
display at the exhibition. Some
of his other work is on display
at Navy Pier in a gallery on the
first floor titled “All Access With
Paul Natkin.”
Natkin said having the exhibit
in Chicago holds significance
to the band. Before they formed,

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE
“Exhibitionism—The Rolling Stones” will be at Navy Pier until July 30. The exhibit
illustrates the musical and cultural impact of the Stones.

Mick Jagger and Keith Richards
met on a train platform in London,
both carrying bags with Chicago’s
Chess Records labels. Bonding
over Chicago blues music contributed to the band’s formation.
“[The Stones] put out a blues
album this year, playing all
the blues songs they probably

heard carrying under their
arms at that train station,”
Natkin said.
Fan Joseph Madonia, an
adjunct professor in the
Business and Entrepreneurship Department, said he
had his musical epiphany in
the fifth grade.

SEE STONES, PAGE 18

and photography,” said curator
Ileen Gallagher.
Gallagher said she worked with
IN ONE ROOM , visitors walk through
the Stones for about 18 months,
a replica of the disheveled apart- collaborating on the design and
ment The Rolling Stones once content of the exhibition. Working
lived in. Next, it is as if visitors with the band helped push
are backstage with the Stones in the exhibit’s creative envelope,
the members’ dressing rooms.
she added.
Encapsulating what it meant
“Exhibitionism” illustrates the
to live and breathe rock ‘n’ roll, influence the Stones have had
“Exhibitionism—The Rolling throughout the years by presentStones” shows visitors a more ing everything from its recording
personal side of the Stones and equipment to the guitars members
illustrates what it meant to be part have used over the years. In the
of the band.
beginning, visitors walk through a
“Exhibitionism,” held at Navy replica of the Edith Grove, London
Pier, opened April 15 and will run apartment, Gallagher said. The
until July 30.
walls of the exhibit are filled with
“Aside from the music that’s posters and other band memorabeen so fantastic, [the Stones] bilia, such as the history of the
have impacted other areas of our classic mouth logo.
culture, from art and design, to
There is another gallery
stage and set design, to fashion filled with videos of the Stones
» BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580
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Local publishing company shows diversity
through children’s books

» Courtesy RANDY WARREN

SEARCHING NEARBY LIBRARIES and
bookstores, Joy Triche was on a
mission to find books that depicted protagonists with whom her
three children could identify.
Disappointed in her findings,
Triche found only a limited selection of books that celebrated diversity and children of color. Knowing
the importance of children seeing
themselves represented in books,
Triche decided to take matters
into her own hands and create
Tiger Stripe Publishing Company.
Since opening her business
in 2014 in her Hyde Park home,
Triche has published two stories,
“Q Saves the Sun” by Isaac Perry,
in December 2014, and “How I

Became We” by Raquel Monroe,
associate professor in the Dance
department, in September 2016.
This year, Tiger Stripe Publishing
has seven projects in development,
the company’s largest scheduled.
“My mission really is to publish books that celebrate diverse
characters,” Triche said. “That
was inspired by my own children.
As a black family, I wanted to find
books reflecting my children.”
Originally writing the narrative
in 2009 for a yoga philosophy class,
Monroe sent her book to Triche, a
childhood friend, and Tiger Stripe
Publishing for consideration.
Monroe wanted to write about
ego and what happens to the body
when people believe the misconception that having more material
possessions makes people happier.

She also wanted to express gender
diversity, instead of focusing on
character in her book she chose
to use “I” with the letter printed in
purple to make it more universal.
“When we are talking about
diversity, we need to diversify
across the board,” Monroe said.
“We need to diversify in terms of
gender, race, class, ability and
sexuality. Children’s books have
historically represented pretty
much a white heteronormativity.”
When reading to her 4-yearold daughter, Monroe said she
changes all the “he’s” to “she’s”
because most characters she
reads are male. She also noted
that finding books about people
of color is also difficult.
Acknowledging the lack of
diversity in books, the Office of
SEE TIGER, PAGE 18

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Chicago’s Tiger Stripe Publishing, which aims to create diverse children’s books,
is currently developing seven projects, its largest production since it opened.
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TIGER, FROM PAGE 16

Intellectual Freedom within the
American Library Association
established the Our Voices board
in 2016. Its mission is to help bring
diverse books into the library system, according to Triche.
Jeff Deutsch, director of
Chicago-based Seminary Co-op
Bookstores and board member
of Our Voices, said the initiative
recognizes the difficulty that book
buyers and librarians have distributing diverse content to readers.
“[Our Voices] initiative is about
finding a way for not just diverse
books because the larger publishers have done a nice job in trying
to bring more diverse books out to
the world,” he said. “But for diverse

publishers and voices, that might
not otherwise be heard.”
Noting the excited expressions
on children’s faces when they
read Tiger Stripe’s books, Triche
recalled one child who sat down
right in front of her table at a book
fair and avidly read the entire book.
“It is important that children see
themselves in their books; it helps
to have a connection to a character and then be able to think about
what might be possible outside of
yourself,” Triche said. “It is not
just diverse children that need it,
it is for all races and colors to see
others doing different things.”
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

Then, Madonia bought one of
the Stones’ albums. The band is
great musically because of its
blues undertones, he added.
“[The Stones] took the best of
American music, based in blues
and rock ‘n’ roll, and integrated
it with this witty tradition of the
English,” Madonia said. “[That]
washed up on our shores and
became one of the biggest influences of [American music].”
Natkin said the band has kept
the same professionalism and
stage presence since it started
55 years ago. From writing what
he calls the greatest rock song
ever, “Satisfaction,” to captivating
performances, the Stones proves
itself to still be an influential band,
he added.
“They’ve always been my favorite
band, and when I was [younger],
my goal in life, being in music
business, was to work with them,”
Natkin said. “It worked, and
they’re still my favorite band.”

» Courtesy RANDY WARREN

Curator Ileen Gallagher said she worked with the Stones for about 18 months to
collect memorabilia and work on the design of the exhibit. The exhibit includes
the band members’ instruments, clothing and tour posters.

bpaddock@chroniclemail.com
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To cry or not to cry?

E

motions are part of what makes us
human, and Jordyn Nevers knows they
aren’t always controllable, especially
at work where stress levels are high.
The 27-year-old Chicago advertising art
director remembers crying in front of her
supervisors during a meeting, which drew
unwanted attention. She needed to leave the
room and collect herself.
After the meeting, her supervisors didn’t
reprimand her but made sure to check in and
discover what she already knew: She was
a passionate, professional worker who can
sometimes let her emotions show. But they
were caring and sympathetic, which made
her feel comfortable and not embarrassed.
“I try to handle things in a healthy way, but
for me, they build up to the point where I get
overwhelmed, and it’s very hard not to have a
physical response,” Nevers said. “When I was
younger, crying was a healthier alternative to
doing things that were destructive, passiveaggressive or mean to people.”
True to stereotypes, Nevers said she has
witnessed men express anger and frustration
by yelling and cursing at work but never with
tears. Expressing emotions is natural, but when
is it acceptable to show emotion at work and
break down in tears, especially for women?
Whether it’s from clients or upper management, breaking down barriers and showing
emotions can help people bond and work
better together, Nevers noted. She said
expressing feelings reminds everyone that
“we are not just machines.” Researchers say if
people are fairly close friends, then crying at
work may be beneficial. However, if they are
not, and if people work in open environments,
crying could be disruptive to work and lead
to negative perceptions of the person crying.
Women crying and showing emotion in the
workplace is now a popularized feminist issue.
Facebook’s Chief Operating Officer Sheryl
20 THE CHRONICLE APRIL 17, 2017

Sandberg of “Lean In” fame told a group of
graduates at Harvard Business School, her
alma mater, in 2012 that it’s okay for women
to cry at work.
“I don’t believe we have a professional self
from Mondays through Fridays and a real
self for the rest of the time,” Sandberg told
the audience. “That kind of division probably
never worked, but in today’s world, with a
real voice, an authentic voice, it makes even
less sense.”
Sandberg’s stance is proof of changing attitudes, but this consciousness has not spread
to every workplace. Any industry that works
directly with people, such as the restaurant
business and outreach, could be more likely to
tolerate emotions. Financial and government
institutions could be seen as more strict about
showing emotions.
Kevin Snyder, a 22-year-old promotions
coordinator at a radio company in Chicago,
has observed male colleagues getting angry
at work and said he believes it’s more acceptable for men to express anger than for women
to cry. He chalks this up to sexism, noting
that when men and women express the same
emotions, men seem to be better understood
and are not negatively labeled.
He admits that if he were to cry in the
office, he would try to hide it and not attract
a lot of attention because that would make
him feel uncomfortable. At the same time, the
open environment in which he works creates
conviviality and close friendships; therefore,
having emotional support is key to succeed
on the job.
Criticism of and support for crying at work
can’t be discussed without looking at why
women cry more than men. According to
HowStuffWorks’ science research, “having a
good cry” has emotional benefits.
Humans produce three types of tears:
Basal tears, reflex tears and emotional tears.

“

Women showing
emotion in workforce
are slowly changing
gender stereotypes
Story By Ariel Parrella-Aureli
Design By Alexander Aghayere

A man could cry and people would
not give it a thought, but the next
day when a woman cries, they are
stereotyped.
- PATRICIA RIOS

”

FEATURE
Emotional tears contain proteins that release
chemicals that build up in the body due to
stress, and crying is the body’s method of
expelling these toxins. Leucine-enkephalin,
one of three proteins found in emotional tears,
has been linked to pain reduction and works
to improve mood, which is why people can
feel better after a good cry. In addition, psychologists found holding in tears is unhealthy
and dangerous over time, increasing risks
of heart disease and hypertension, the
website notes.
Much of this research comes from William
Frey, a doctoral professor of neurology at the
University of Minnesota who sparked interest
in the physiology of tears. In 1985, Frey and
co-author Muriel Langseth published “Crying:

The Mystery of Tears,” in which he looked
at the effect of prolactin in emotional tears.
He concluded women cry about four times
as often as men because estrogen contains
more prolactin.
Research also shows that women and men
have different-sized tear ducts: Men have
larger ducts, which allow them to hold more
liquid before letting them spill, unlike women,
who have less control over crying because of
their genetic makeup.
There is a predocumented physiological
reason for women to cry more frequently
than men at work, but women are still
seen as weak and manipulative for crying.
Those stereotypes hang heavily over most
of the workforce, according to Professor

Kimberly Elsbach, the Stephen G. Newberry
Endowed Chair in Leadership in the Graduate
School of Management at the University of
California-Davis. Elsbach’s team is one of only
a few groups who have been studying the
effects and perception of women crying in
the workforce.
Elsbach and co-researcher Beth Bechky, a
former professor and alumna of the University
of California-Davis who now teaches at New
York University’s Stern School of Business,
found in a 2011 study that crying at work is
acceptable in a few situations, such as when
a death in the family or divorce occurs. Even
then, if crying is excessive or prolonged rather
than occurring only once, the person may be
labeled as weak, disruptive and manipulative because of the assumption that women
get what they want by crying. Elsbach said
surprisingly, women observers—in addition to
men—viewed other women as manipulative
when crying excessively or in the office space.
Elsbach said the perception of women who
cry as being manipulative is uncommon but a
career-killer. The researchers relatively found
that crying during a meeting or an individual
performance evaluation with one’s supervisor
can have the greatest negative impact.
The researchers just completed a study
awaiting publication titled “How Observers
Assess Women Who Cry in Professional Work
Contexts.” The team found 65 people—split
evenly between males and females—who
reported 100 stories of recent crying at work
they observed within the last year.
The study found four types of situations
that induce crying at work: performance
evaluation; personal issues such as death,
illness, divorce; work-related events such as
promotions or assignments; work stress and
heated meetings.
Each situation had informal rules governing
what behavior was perceived as acceptable.
Elsbach pointed out that if women cried within
the context of their expected role in the office,
it was more likely to be seen as appropriate
compared to someone who did not conform to
the expected role and acted out of character,
like crying in a public setting that disrupts the
work of others, usually following a critical
performance evaluation.
“People had clear expectations about how
they needed to behave even in these stressful,
difficult situations at work,” Elsbach said. “As
long as you did what you were expected to
do, even if it included crying, then you were
sort of forgiven.”
These situations strongly apply to office
and industry jobs, but for work that is more
social and physically strenuous, such as the
restaurant business, crying in the workplace
is more normal and perhaps accepted.
Maddie Rehayem, a 23-year-old employee

at the Chicago Diner in Logan Square, is
expected to assist other staffers, run food,
bus tables and make milkshakes in an efficient
and friendly manner. Rehayem, who has been
working there for about a year, said the work
environment is often stressful and overwhelming, as it is in any restaurant, which sometimes
brings her to tears from anger or frustration.
She said it does not interfere with her work
and not many coworkers know because it’s a
personal matter. She said typically she cries
in the bathroom when she needs a break.
“Sometimes I tell people I am a huge crybaby, and people don’t believe me because
they think I am really tough,” Rehayem said
with a laugh.
For her, crying during stressful times is a
release of energy that helps carry her through
the work day. Rehayem said she thinks that
women are not more emotional than men and
the stereotype stamping women as strongly
emotional is not accurate; although, she said
sexism at her job exists.
“It’s something I’ve struggled with, but you
just have to power through it,” she said. “I am
an emotional person, but that doesn’t have
anything to do with my gender.”
In the corporate world, promotions and
layoffs are guaranteed to trigger tears, so
it comes as no surprise that human resource
professionals witness an array of emotions.
Patricia Rios, Columbia’s former associate vice
president of Human Resources, now works at
the Chicago Housing Authority as the chief
administrative officer and oversees the HR
department. She has witnessed countless tears
shed and other forms of emotional expression
in her career. She added that said women
and men get treated differently for crying.
“A man could cry and people would not give
it a thought,” Rios said. “The next day when
a woman cries, they are now stereotyped
and labeled.”
To move forward and change the stereotypes surrounding women expressing emotion
at work, Elsbach said women must be careful
not to confirm it.
“The notion of men being emotional just
isn’t there,” she said. “If they do cry, it doesn’t
fit any of the stereotypes, so there isn’t that
automatic activation. Then people have to do
more purposeful thinking,” she said.
Rios stressed that the main goal of everyone
in the workforce is to be professional and
control their emotions, but she understands it’s
difficult. She said it does not hurt a career or
change the perception of women to see them
crying. If the tears come, she said it’s best to
simply embrace them.
“If it happens, don’t apologize for it,” she
said. “It is just a show of your emotions.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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‘Desert’ rocker comes to concrete jungle

member of the desert rock bands KYUSS
and Fu Manchu, Bjork decided to record
his first solo album in 1999.
Since then, Bjork has created eight sturom being a drummer in major rock
dio
albums, including his latest, Tao of the
bands to opening his own record
label, Brant Bjork has been conquer- Devil, released September 2016. Bjork is
ing the rock ‘n’ roll music industry.
scheduled to perform at the Beat Kitchen,
The California native has been perform- 2100 W. Belmont Ave., April 18.
ing and writing music since he was 13 years
The Chronicle spoke with Bjork about Tao
old and has progressed to a career with of the Devil, rock ‘n’ roll and his solo career
major rock bands. Known as an original after KYUSS.

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

F

Original drummer of KYUSS, Brant
Bjork, returns to Chicago for his solo
tour at the Beat Kitchen, 2100 W.
Belmont Ave., April 18.

» Courtesy MATT GRAYSON

THE CHRONICLE: How did you decide
on the name Tao of the Devil, and what
inspired you to create the album?
BRANT BJORK: Something I have dabbled
in for about 25 years is Taoism. I like Eastern
philosophy, and I just thought it was fun:
the idea of the nature of the devil and that
sometimes it is okay to be a little naughty.

I couldn’t really argue with that. That is how
my solo career began.

Why did you start Duna Records?
That was all an extension of my punk rock,
DIY route. If you want to build something
and no one is really around to assist you or
wanting to invest in you, you have to do it
yourself. I had to put out records, so I just
How did you first get involved in music? started a record label. Financially, it was a
As a kid, I was naturally attracted to the challenge. I had to ask a couple of friends to
sound and rhythm of music. In my neigh- help me get it started.
borhood, there was an older kid across the
street who was really into KISS who turned What caused your style to be labeled as
me onto rock ‘n’ roll. From KISS, I explored “desert rock”?
contemporary rock ‘n’ roll. I stumbled upon I grew up in the desert. There was a bunch of
The Ramones, and that opened the door to us who were punk rockers and skateboarders
punk rock music. Once I discovered punk who started playing rock ‘n’ roll music.
rock music, I started to develop the idea that
this might be something I could do.
Because you have been performing for
many years, how do you keep up with
What was the transition like from being changes in the industry?
in a band to doing solo work?
I don’t follow a lot of new music, but I know
It was difficult because it was something I there is a lot of great new music out there. I
have never done before. But it felt like a natu- have a tendency to go backward. I just like the
ral transition. I put my time in as a songwriter way older music sounds, and a lot of that is
and as a drummer [in] a rock band, and then I because of technology. I am more attracted
decided to record my own record. I played all to old school than new school. I like old
of the tracks and when it came time to title machines [more] than new machines.
the record, a friend of mine said, “Why don’t
you just call it Brant Bjork? It is all you,” and
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

Rockin’ the Earth...
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI

“Honeybody”
“Sæglópur”
“People Have the Power”
“Test Me”
“Pedal”

Sigur Rós
Patti Smith
The xx
Alec Lehrman

“HUMBLE.”
“Salute”
“Grave Digger”
“Supermassive Black Hole”
“New Man ”

» CAROLINE BOWEN

METRO REPORTER

AD & BUSINESS MANAGER

MANAGING EDITOR

Kishi Bashi

open.spotify.com/user/
thecolumbiachronicle

» CHARLIE CONNELLY

» ZOË EITEL

ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Staff Playlist

Kendrick Lamar
Little Mix
Matt Maeson

“Eminence Front”
“Daughter”
“Trip Switch”

The Who
Pearl Jam
Nothing But Thieves

Muse

“Different”

The Academic

Ed Sheeran

“The Wolf”

Mumford and Sons

“99 Red Balloons”
“Empty Head”

Nena
Screaming Females

“Ritual in Light”

Guerilla Toss

“And She Was”

Talking Heads

“Push the Little Daisies”

Ween
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WHICH TV OR MOVIE CHARACTER
IS YOUR STYLE ICON?

Louise Upchurch
senior fashion studies major

Maksim Kuzin Tchoubine
junior cinema art and science major

“I just watched a bunch of ‘Buffy the Vampire Slayer,’ so the whole ‘Buffy’ gang.”

“Wim Wenders has films
with fine-dressed actors.”

Haydee Souffrant
first year interdiciplinary
arts graduate student
“Michaela Coel from
‘Chewing Gum.’”

FREAKY
FAST!
FREAKY
GOOD!
®

DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

$1 American Beer

$2 Jim Beam

WE DELIVER!
TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU
VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
©2017 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Strawberry Oreo
cheese-fake

RECIPE

1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees and
line muffin tin with muffin liners.
2. Combine crushed Oreos and melted vegan butter and cover the bottom
of each muffin liner with the mixture
and bake for 5–10 minutes.
3. Put cashews, strawberries, coconut
milk, agave syrup and lemon juice
into a blender. Blend until smooth
and thick.
4. Allow Oreo crusts to cool for 5
minutes and fill muffin liners with
strawberry mixture.
5. Freeze for at least three hours.
6. Add whipped topping, more Oreos
or strawberries and enjoy!

abreck@chroniclemail.com
INGREDIENTS:
CRUST:
2 cups Oreos, crushed
3 tablespoons vegan butter, melted

FILLING:
1 cup strawberries
1 cup raw, unsalted cashews, soaked
1/2 cup whole fat coconut milk
1 tablespoon agave syrup
Juice of half lemon

» KEVIN TIONGSON & GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

DIRECTIONS

» ARABELLA BRECK
MANAGING EDITOR
In my pre-vegan days, one of my favorite foods to stress-eat was cheesecake. With midterms over but finals
on the horizon, I began craving the
dessert and subsequently researched
vegan alternatives. Instead of cream
cheese, cashews and coconut milk
create this faux cheesecake, and it
is surprisingly successful. These are
great to keep in your freezer for a long
study session or to show off your baking skills. No need to tell your friends
the recipe takes less than 30 minutes
and minimal effort.

ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
RENT OUT SOUTH
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

CONGRESS

HARRISON

clubhousestudios@comcast.net

MICHIGAN

WABASH

STATE
BALBO

chicagoclubhousestudios.com
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SUMMER ITCHES

video & blog
reviews

Video: “Pokémon
Rusty: Legendaries”
If you haven’t seen the Pokémon
Rusty series by Dorkly, then now is
the time to start. There are about
four seasons, which follow Rusty
as he bungles his way through the
world of Pokémon—with hilarious results! This episode explores
legendary types, showing them as
near-extinct creatures.

Blog: “Gourmet
Cooking For Two”
Whether you are living with your
significant other or have a roommate, it can be hard to find recipes
that will fill two stomachs instead
of five. Well now you can consult
the blog titled “Gourmet Cooking
For Two.” This blogger posts all of
the best dishes with serving sizes fit
for a pair. From snacks to drinks to
full-size meals, find it all here!
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COOLEST
BUGS

MICHAEL SCOTT
QUOTES EXPLAINING
COLLEGE

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Volleyball on the beach:

Honey Bee:

I am still mentally stuck in last summer,
when I was playing volleyball on the
beach with old and new friends, drinking
grape lemonade and swimming in Lake
Michigan on those really hot days. The
beach and the volleyball courts should be
on everyone’s summer to-do list.

They are one of the most vital species
of insect in our ecosystem. Pollinating
fruits and flowers, bees do it all. Without bees, we are nothing. Their beauty
shines inside and out.

“Sometimes I’ll start a sentence,
and I don’t even know where it’s
going. I just hope I find it along the
way.” (S5 E11):

Showing off summer clothes:
Who else is done wearing sneakers,
scarves and tight jeans? Summer gives
us the chance to air out those shorts,
tanks and dresses that winter was trying
to stop us from seeing again. Sorry, but
they’re coming! Sky’s out, thighs out...
sun’s out, guns out, too.
Making—or eating—ice cream:
There are so many sweet-tooth places in
the city ready for an influx of summertime customers. An even better option is
making your own ice cream, which offers
a sense of accomplishment. It is sweet
and refreshing on a hot day.
Running on the lakefront:
After the indoor months, Chicagoans
should get outside and shake off their
winter worries. Running on the lakefront
relieves all the stress.
Meeting strangers:
There is something magical about meeting strangers during summer. True to the
stereotype, summer lovin’ is a real thing,
and it should be cherished. Showing
your carefree, adventurous self makes
you a healthier human. Even if summer
friends don’t stick around, the memories
are always there.

Orchid Mantis:
With these bugs, it seems as if you are
staring at a beautiful flower. However, if
you look closer, you’ll find you are watching a mantis blend in with a patch of
flowers. These bugs are also very sneaky,
which helps them catch prey when they
least expect it.
Rosy Maple Moth:
These will knock the socks off your average house moth. They are vibrant shades
of yellow and pink, as if doused in pink
lemonade. Also, moths weirdly resemble cats because of their fur-like texture,
which you do not find in any other insect
species.
Frog-legged Leaf Beetle:
Imagine the vibrant rainbow swirls a
puddle of gasoline makes, but on a beetle. These beetles are massive at about
two inches. They do not do much and act
mostly as prey, but they look like something from a spooky fairytale.
Ants:
They are by far the most underrated
bug. Ants might not have vibrant colors
or cool camouflage techniques, but they
make the most amazing tunnels underground. What seems like a tiny ant hole
in the ground actually amounts to a giant
maze the ants call home.

Michael Scott says this when he’s in a
meeting with David Wallace from Corporate, and I do this every time I have a
speech in my class.
“It’s never too early for ice cream,
Jim.” (S6 E24):
Who says you can’t have ice cream for
breakfast? Ice cream relieves all of the
stress from school, work and life—at
least temporarily.
“I DECLARE BANKRUPTCY!!!” (S4
E4):
With the cost of tuition increasing every year while living in a city with 10.25
percent tax, it’s safe to say that every
student has thought this at one point
or another.
“I am running away from my
responsibilities, and it feels good.”
(S4 E4):
This is for when you know you have
four papers, a project and a presentation due on Monday, but you continue
to watch “The Office” for hours.
“And I knew exactly what to do. But
in a much more real sense, I had no
idea what to do.” (S5 E13):
This is for when you spend all semester
studying for a class, but when it is time
for the exam, you forget everything you
learned that whole semester.

reviews
APP

SCREEN

ARTS & CULTURE

scale

MUSIC

RANDOM

BHADMOJI APP

CUBS HOME
OPENER

» CONRAD QUEEN
MARKETING CONSULTANT

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

» LAUREN CARLTON
COPY EDITOR

» ALEXANDER AGHAYERE
ART DIRECTOR

Danielle Bregoli’s BhadMoji app, released April 5, is exactly what any user
needs to express their bad girl attitude
to all their contacts. The app is easy to
install but costs you $1.99 for its ridiculous emojis. For users who are looking
to transform their group chats into a
kingdom of sass and disrespect, this app
is for you. Otherwise, it’s just a waste of
money. Howbow dah?

Anthony Rizzo’s walk-off hit gave the
Cubs their first “W” of the year April 10 at
Wrigley Field. The Cubs looked like World
Champions at their first home game since
Game 5 of the World Series. The team
helped raise the prestigious World Series
champions’ banner in the outfield bleachers just before the opening pitch. Not even
an hour-long rain delay could muddy up
the Cubbies’ chance of winning.

Harry Styles, former One Direction member, has followed the trend and gone solo.
The single, released April 7, is far from what
fans expected. With Zayn’s R&B album and
Niall’s acoustic single, Harry surprised fans
with rock flair. While I’m not a huge fan of
the repetition of the lyrics and borderline
lack of creativity, I am glad he went out and
did something different. Also, his vocals
have improved since his boy band days.

When it comes to albums, I always
judge them first by their cover art, and
it often reflects the music. Kendrick
Lamar’s newest album, Damn., struck
my eyes with its minimalistic and nuanced aesthetic. The cover is a visual
change from Lamar’s previous albums,
which usually have vintage-like photos.
I’m hoping a positive musical change
will come as well.

APP

SCREEN

HARRY STYLES’
‘SIGN OF THE TIMES’

MUSIC

KENDRICK
LAMAR’S NEW
ALBUM ARTWORK

RANDOM

FACEBOOK STORIES

HARASSMENT PSA
VIDEO SERIES

MASTODON’S
EMPEROR OF SAND

» MICHA THURSTON
MARKETING CONSULTANT

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» JAMES FIRKINS
COPY EDITOR

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

Like Instagram, Facebook hopped on
the “story” train in March, and it has
since failed miserably, even with an update this month. This is yet another unoriginal attempt to keep Facebook relevant. If Facebook Stories had offered
something new to users, it would have
been worth giving a chance, but there’s
nothing about it that sets it apart. I just
hope this train leaves the station before
Twitter gets any ideas.

David Schwimmer produced a miniseries of six PSA videos April 5, highlighting
truths about harassment. Each video features scenarios based on real events. The
videos were uncomfortable to watch, but
everyone needs to see them. The series
accurately captured the awkward and violating feeling of being harassed, which
is why the actresses weren’t vocal about
the harassment. Hopefully, this will raise
more awareness.

The new Mastodon album, released
March 31, is confusing at best. At times
it features incredible hooks—like on
“Ancient Kingdom”—and at others, it
sounds derivative of the group’s earlier work. The lyrics are also some of
the least inspired that Mastodon has
penned to date. It’s a shame, really, because although the album can be defended, it certainly shouldn’t win any
awards for its originality.

Aside from a love for Rory and Lorelai’s mother-daughter relationship, I
love the show’s theme song even more.
Sometimes I find myself humming
the melody or singing it in the shower.
The song was originally sung by Carole
King but was re-recorded for the show
with King and daughter, Louise Goffin.
Anyone who has watched even one episode of “Gilmore Girls” will understand
the obsession.

‘GILMORE GIRLS’
THEME SONG
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Emanuel calls for unfair
graduation demands

A

s if Chicago public high school students don’t have enough to worry
about, they now may have to find a
way to put together a post-high school plan
before they can receive a diploma.
Mayor Rahm Emaunel announced April
5 that he wants CPS students to show proof
of acceptance into college, the military, a
trade or “gap-year” program, a job program,

country to implement such a plan. Emanuel’s proposal has not been approved yet, and
the Board of Education is set to review it at
an upcoming meeting, but with a mayor-appointed board, the class of 2020 might be
the first to have to meet these requirements.
However, without adequate funding, this
initiative is meaningless. CPS hasn’t had
full funding in two years, thanks to the

This initiative sounds as if Emanuel wants to say
he made an effort to address the problem of unemployed youth even if it’s not a very good one.
full-time employment or have a job offer
letter before being allowed to graduate. The
initiative, called “Learn. Plan. Succeed.,”
would make Chicago the first city in the

state budget crisis. CEO Forrest Claypool
threatened March 22 to cut school three
weeks early because of a more than $200
million budget shortfall. There’s barely

Columbia needs a collegewide
attendance policy

T

he well-known three-Columbia-class-absence rule of many
departments more than likely gets
a few groans from students. However,
inconsistencies exposed in Columbia’s
attendance policy have opened up
a much-needed conversation.
According to this legendary policy, if
students miss more than three classes

how much weight to give attendance, and
faculty members are “encouraged to check
for specific departmental attendance policies,” according to the faculty handbook.
Despite the amount of discretion
professors are supposed to have over
attendance, the administration stands
accused of overriding an adjunct professor’s
decision to fail a student who missed 10

A collegewide, consistent attendance policy
would be beneficial for all students and teachers.
a semester, a professor theoretically has
the right to fail them from the course.
However, many students are unaware
that this is not a collegewide policy. In
reality, Columbia lets professors decide

of 15 classes, as reported April 10 by The
Chronicle. Adjunct in the Creative Writing
Department Marcia Brenner said she
was asked to change the grade to passing
and refused. According to Brenner, she

enough money to make it through the current fiscal year, yet Emanuel is trying to
institute a requirement that means hiring
more counselors to figure out a plan students may not want.
Emanuel contends existing resources are
adequate. According to the same April 5
mayoral press release, about 40 percent of
school counselors have obtained the certification needed to help students with their
post-secondary plans, and for those who
don’t, CPS will ensure they have sufficient
training. CPS is reportedly working with
the mayor and raising $1 million in funding
to advance the training.
That money would be better spent on
job-training programs, internships, school
clubs and other means of potential income,
advancement of communication skills and
community-building.
City Colleges has open admission policies, so that path is open to all students,
but it may not be the best choice for everyone. Some have siblings to care for, have no
transportation or ability to hold a job and
aren’t able to afford class fees. This initiative would put unnecessary pressure on
students. Also, it’s likely schools will cut

corners on counseling, and the process will
devolve to checking off boxes on a standard
form—defeating the purpose of Emanuel’s
initiative entirely.
Emanuel said the aim is for CPS students to consider high school graduation
as a milestone rather than a destination,
according to the April 5 press release. The
plan itself has good intentions, but CPS students already graduate at the significantly
low rate of 73.5 percent, according to a Sept.
5, 2016 official CPS blog post, despite implementation of new, accelerated academic
programs. This proposal could cause that
to drop further.
This initiative sounds as if Emanuel
wants to say he made an effort to address
the problem of unemployed youth, even if
his solution is not a very good one. He needs
to recognize that most CPS students—like
many other high school students—don’t
know what they want to do at this point
and do not have programs allowing them to
meet requirements beneficially, even if they
did. Students will react more affirmatively
to the idea of planning their future if an
incentive rather than a punishing, deterrent is provided to them.
editorial

was informed the administration would
find another professor to grade the work.
Three other adjuncts have been asked to
change grades for dubious reasons, Diana
Vallera, part-time faculty union president
and adjunct professor in the Photography
Department, told The Chronicle.
Why these students did not attend
classes is unknown because of privacy
laws, and there are valid reasons why
students miss classes including mental
illness, family emergencies and health
problems. Many teachers are aware
of this and work with students to provide leniency and support if needed.
Even though such discretion is admirable,
Columbia must address the ineffectiveness of its current attendance policies or
lack thereof. A collegewide, consistent
attendance policy would be beneficial for
all students and teachers. For the students
who skip class because the material is too
easy for them, test-out options for introductory level courses should be available

so they are not penalized or forced to
waste money on unchallenging classes.
With a collegewide policy that keeps
attendance and participation at a high standard, students who skip class for no reason
should face consequences. Columbia’s
classes are significantly smaller than large
universities, which means participation
and attendance is vital to how students
learn and interact with their peers.
At larger universities, it’s easy to skip
class and still pass. Columbia is not set up
for that kind of learning. Administrators
need to remember that Columbia is a
hands-on, private college with students
who typically come here knowing exactly
what they’d like to do. By not acknowledging
the students who show up and do their work,
it shows those students are not valued.
Columbia’s retention rates may be low,
but that doesn’t mean the students who
are still here following shaky policies
deserve to be put in a class with those
who don’t show up and get away with it.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Tomi Lahren’s
lawsuit proves
her hypocrisy
» brooke pawling stennett
OPINIONS EDITOR

L

oud conservative talk show
host Tomi Lahren’s recent
left-leaning comments have
supposedly left her jobless.

Lahren, who hosted “Tomi” on former Fox News host Glenn Beck’s The
Blaze network, appeared on ABC’s talk
show “The View” March 17, where the
co-hosts debated abortion rights.
“I’m for limited government,”
Lahren said on “The View.” “So
stay out of my guns, and you can
stay out of my body as well.”
After the comment went viral, Lahren
and Beck squared off on Twitter over her
new, pro-choice stance. Beck mocked
Lahen for calling herself a conservative and then shared a video of Lahren
calling abortion “not a positive thing,”
during a December 2016 episode of
her show. In the same episode she said
pro-choicers call abortions rare and safe
so they won’t sound like “baby killers.”
The Blaze suspended Lahren
two days later on March 19.
Lahren filed a lawsuit on April 7 that
alleges she was fired—not just suspended—for her comments on “The
View,” according to a New York Times
article of the same date. Lahren alleges
shortly after the suspension, the company’s human resources director told
her she was fired. Lahren was urged

student poll

to “go dark” on social media, yellow
caution tape was stretched over her
office like in an episode of “CSI,” and
her corporate email was turned off.
It’s hard to imagine why Lahren
expected anything less. Even Beck
seemed to realize he hired a dishonest person, based upon his tweets.
It is obvious now that during her shows,
Lahren said what the audience wanted
to hear and got paid for it. She has consistently enabled extreme conservatives
with her hateful rhetoric simply for audience ratings. She took an anti-abortion
stance for her conservative fans, and
when faced with predominantly liberal
hosts, she switched to a pro-choice one.
Lahren is undoubtedly not the victim
in this situation. Beck is a rich, white conservative man who has fired a decently
paid, white, supposedly conservative
woman who has figuratively spit on
everyone who is not in her tax bracket.
She advised former President Barack
Obama to bomb the Middle East and
“put the fear of God in their deserts,”
called the Black Lives Matter Movement
the new Ku Klux Klan and accused
Obama of caring more about “Muslim

sensitivity” than about fallen Marines.
Lahren thrives on the accusations
and insults that are most often aimed at
vulnerable people, all while collecting
a hefty paycheck. The only people who
deserve recompense in this are the people
she battered throughout her show’s run.
Despite supposedly being fired, Lahren
is still getting paid. The Blaze released
a statement saying Lahren was still
technically employed and the company
was left dumbfounded that she was
trying to sue, according to the New York
Times article. Lahren is now trying to
get out of her contract so she can pursue
other jobs, but it’s hard to fathom even
her most conservative followers sticking
by her after Beck—an arguably bigger
name in conservative media—called out
her hypocrisy and blatant falsehoods.
Before any attempt to salvage her
career, Lahren needs to apologize for
spreading radical statements throughout her entire show’s run and lying
about her views. There is no room for
“Tomi” in the world anymore, and
frankly there never should have been.
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com

editorial cartoon

Do you think Columbia
should have a collegewide
three-absence policy?
morgan braastad
junior business and
entrepreneurship major

“It should be standard. There are people I’ve only seen on the first day, and
I don’t think it’s fair to the people who
show up and do the work.”
autumn maguire

sophomore advertising
major

“A lot of the classes I’m taking only
meet once a week so it’s really valued
time. It should be a schoolwide thing.”
garrod lark

freshman theatre major

“I’m not a fan of the [policy] because
there’s a lot of outside factors that
determine whether you’re going to
make it to school that day.”

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE
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State Senate bill could
allow LGBTQ discrimination

» CAROLINE BOWEN
METRO REPORTER

A LAW ALLOWING Illinois residents to discriminate against same-sex couples on the basis
of a person’s conflicting religious beliefs is
being considered by the State Senate.
Introduced Jan. 11 by State Sen. Kyle
McCarter, R-Vandalia, the Religious
Freedom Defense Act, or Senate Bill 64, is not
specific about what acts fall under one’s religious convictions, but Brian Johnson—CEO
of Equality Illinois, a nonpartisan group that
advocates for equal treatment of the LGBTQ
community—said the bill could reach a wide
range of services.
It could govern landlords refusing unmarried couples because they engage in premarital sex, doctors denying birth control
to women and businesses rejecting health
benefits to same-sex couples, Johnson added.
“This is not just an attack on LGBTQ
people,” Johnson said. “This is an attack on
women and unmarried people.”
The act would prohibit state and local
government officials from discriminating
against people who act under a religious
belief or moral conviction that marriage is
between one man and one woman or that
sexual relations are reserved to marriage,
according to the bill.
McCarter originally introduced the
Religious Freedom Defense Act in July 2015.
However, it did not pass through committee.
The bill counters widely accepted Illinois
public policy against discrimination, and
there is no evidence of current “hardships” on
people of faith that make the bill necessary,
said Ed Yohnka, director of communications
and public policy for the American Civil
Liberties Union of Illinois.
“The idea that we are going to reverse a
historic opposition to discrimination, and
instead actually write it into our statutes,
would be a terrible mistake on the part of the
legislature,” Yohnka said. “The minute you
create this exemption to abiding by the laws
that all the rest of us have to [follow], you are
going to see discrimination be ramped up
against LGBTQ people.”
All four sponsors of the bill—McCarter;
Sen. Neil Anderson, R-Moline; Sen. Tim
Bivins, R-Dixon; and Sen. Dale A. Righter,
R-Mattoon—did not respond to requests for
comment as of press time.
However, John Mauck, attorney at Mauck
& Baker, LLC—a firm that represents cases
involving the “religiously oppressed”—said

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

there are a number of cases in which people
have been penalized for following their conscience. He pointed to a 2011 case in which
a couple was fined $70,000 for refusing to
allow a gay couple to be married at their
bed-and-breakfast.
“Coercing other people to support your
goals [is] where [the law] becomes wrong,”
Mauck said. “It disrupts society to not let
people have their own opinions and act out
of their own conscience.”
Mauck added that the bill will not pass
because while it is supported by most conservatives and downstate liberals, the liberal
majority will shoot it down.
The bill currently awaits debate in the
Subcommittee on Civil Rights with a May
5 deadline, which was extended from an
original April 7 deadline, according to state
legislative records.
Bill 64 illustrates the ideological divide
between conservative Illinois legislators and
the 7th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, 219 S.
Dearborn St., which recently decided a case
in favor of the LGBTQ community.
Kimberly Hively, a lesbian, was a mathematics professor at Ivy Tech Community
College in Valparaiso, Indiana, for more than
14 years when her contract with the school
was not renewed. Under the impression that
she was being discriminated against, she
filed a charge with the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and her case
eventually landed in the Chicago-based 7th
Circuit Court of Appeals, according to the
court opinion.
On April 4, under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964—which makes it unlawful
for employers to discriminate on the basis
of race, color, religion, national origin or
sex—Hively v. Ivy Tech Community College
expanded the law, making it unlawful for
employers of companies with 15 or more
employees to discriminate on the basis of a
person’s sexual orientation.
Yohnka said the decision will not affect the
bill because it deals specifically with employment and not accommodations. While Title
VII is a step in the right direction, turning
bills like the Religious Freedom Defense Act
into law allows a specific group of people to
pick and choose which laws regarding discrimination they want to follow, he added.
“That’s not religious freedom; that’s chaos,”
Yohnka said.
cbowen@chroniclemail.com
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Trump provides no hope for
judicious global relations

I

n recent weeks, it has become more
apparent just how much President
Donald Trump will affect not
just the U.S., but the entire world.
North Korea's Vice Foreign Minister
Han Song Ryol said his country is prepared to go to war if provoked by Trump,
citing that Trump's tweets about North
Korea have exacerbated tensions between
the two nations, according to an April 14
Associated Press article.
North Korea has already been
engaging in concerning, aggressive
military behavior. Members of the
"best to just ignore this guy and to deter
U.N.'s Security Council called a recent
him from ever using these weapons or
ballistic missile launch test on April
selling them and to build our defenses,"
4 "highly destabilizing" and a "flagrant
according to an April 14 Politico article.
and provocative defiance," according
It is discouraging for the U.S. and the
to an April 6 press release from the
world to watch a president who has a
Security Council.
complete disregard for diplomacy and
Before Trump's administration took
basic respect try to navigate the landoffice, it was already being discussed
scape of foreign policy and, in doing
how he would deal with contentious
so, ruin relationships that have taken
U.S.-North Korea relations.
decades to build.
Jeffrey Goldberg, editor-in-chief of The
Trump's blunders with North Korea
Atlantic, wrote about this scenario Nov. 7,
will surely not be his last when it comes
2016—the day before Trump was elected.
to international politics.
In the article, Goldberg cited that the
Historically, the U.S. has been a world
ability to negotiate and navigate relations leader on almost every front. However,
with North Korea would one of the most,
under Trump with relations with North
if not the mos,t important foreign policy
Korea going from bad to worse and the
issue with which the next president would continuation of military action in Syria
have to grapple.
and Afghanistan, it sadly seems it is
Now, Trump is facing that immense
time for the global community to look
challenge, and—as Goldberg predicted—
beyond the U.S. for a nation to lead the
he is failing miserably and has only
rest of the world.
succeeded in making this already dire
Nations today face many complex
situation worse.
problems that cannot be solved by makOne major fault Trump is running into
ing a series of threatening, insensitive
and uneducated remarks, which seems
is that his strong-arm political strategies
are not effective in the international com- to be Trump's only strategy.
The world needs a leader who sees
munity or with North Korea.
While sometimes diplomatic behavior in collaboration and understanding as
international bodies such as the U.N. can
ways to make their country and the rest
be perceived as too weak or ineffective to
of the world better. It needs a leader who
lead to real results, Trump's approach is
does not actively promote isolationism
not any better.
and xenophobia as an acceptable preceFormer CIA acting director Michael
dent for nations to follow.
Morell said Trump's recent actions were
concerning and added that it would be
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER
NEW REQUIREMENTS FOR Chicago
public high school students to
receive their diplomas have drawn
criticism from CPS alumni and
education experts.
Announced by Mayor Rahm
Emanuel and CPS Chief Education
Officer Janice Jackson April 5,
“Learn. Plan. Succeed.” would
require all CPS high school students—starting with the class of
2020—to have a job, college or military acceptance letter; acceptance
at a job program or apprenticeship; or approved gap-year program secured in order to receive
their diplomas.
The program, which is likely
to be approved by the Board of
Education, would be the first of its
kind in a large urban school district,

according to the April 5 press
release from the mayor’s office.
While the plan will likely
work for the students who were
already planning to go to college
or already have post-graduation
plans, it is not going to work for
individual students with different plans or situations, said Kate
Phillippo, associate professor at
the School of Education at Loyola
University Chicago.
“To assume what every kid
should do [post-graduation] runs
the risk of putting obstacles in
the way between young people
and high school graduation,”
Phillippo said
CPS already has pronounced inequa lities
among students’ college
attendance rates across
the district because few
schools have abundant

college counseling resources. To
introduce this requirement without adding services to enforce it
would be problematic, she added.
Fadya Salem, a 2010 graduate
of Hubbard High School on the
Southwest Side and third-year
law student at DePaul University,
said the plan is a terrible idea
that will only lead to fewer high

school students graduating, adding that it is exclusionary without thought of how the goal will
be achieved.
“This sounds like a blanket policy
without really being informed on
how they’re going to institute it and
what better methods there are to
achieve those goals,” Salem said.
Ruben Ceniceros, a 2013
graduate of Thomas Kelly High
School on the Southwest Side and
student at Harold Washington

College studying journalism, said
the high school’s administration
and how much it is willing to help
students bridge the gap between
high school and post-secondary
planning influences a student’s
future actions. Ceniceros and
Salem both said their schools
had resources such as counselors who pushed initiatives to
encourage college attendance
and planning for the future.
William Sampson, professor
and chair of the Department of
Public Policy Studies at DePaul
University, said the plan will

SEE GRADUATION, PAGE 39

Emanuel’s new high school graduation
plan denounced by experts, graduates

Must obtain one of the following requirements
•
•
•
•

College acceptance letter
Military acceptance/enlistment letter

Acceptance at a job program
Acceptance into a trade’s pre-apprenticeship
• Acceptance into a “gap-year” program
• Current job/job offer letter
» Courtesy of MAYOR’S OFFICE
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METRO EDITOR
IMMIGRATION LAW IS complex
and difficult to navigate for even
a trained practitioner, let alone
immigrants not familiar with
American laws. This can often
lead them to fall victim to scams,
said Susan Fortino, a Chicago-based immigration attorney.
Since the beginning of President
Donald Trump’s administration,
local immigration attorneys and
advocates have seen an uptick both
in the demand for assistance and in
fraudulent immigration counseling
services in the city. However, the
cases are nothing new and are often
caused by a lack of knowledge of
immigration law, according to local
immigration attorneys.
“Many of those who are taken
advantage of and exploited are

people who have not gone on to
[higher education]. They assume
that a notary public is just below a
lawyer and can give legal advice,”
Fortino said, referring to individuals who have authority to act as
an official witness when legal documents are signed.
Fortino, who has been practicing immigration law for 30 years,
said whenever there is a change in
immigration law, there is a spike
in these cases, as has happened
in recent months because of the
Trump administration’s vigorous
immigration enforcement policies
and plans to build a wall on the U.S.Mexican border. She added that she
sees a new immigrant client who
has been a victim of fraudulent legal
services about every two weeks.
To combat recent fraudulent
immigration services occurring
south of Chicago, Illinois Attorney

General Lisa Madigan filed a lawsuit April 6 against a Joliet woman,
accusing her of defrauding at least
four Illinois residents out of more
than $10,000 for unlicensed immigration counseling, according to
the lawsuit.
Fear of deportation is causing
the uptick in fraudulent immigration counseling because it created
a growing demand for immigration services, which allowed for
people to take advantage of the
situation, said Cinthia Rodriguez,

immigration organizer at the
Chicago Religious Leadership
Network on Latin America.
“Fraudulent legal services are
part of the unjust and terrible
immigration system currently in
place in this country,” Rodriguez
said. “Why are folks seeking these
services? There is a massive deportation and detention system in
place. Almost three million were
deported in [former President
Barack Obama’s] administration,
FILE PHOTO
and those numbers» continue.”

» FILE PHOTO
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan filed a lawsuit April 6 accusing a Joliet
woman of defrauding four Illinois residents out of more than $10,000.

A daughter of Mexican immigrants, Rodriguez said undocumented immigrants in Chicago
could be more susceptible to
fraudulent counseling because of
the city’s status as a sanctuary city.
City officials should be enacting
more protecting provisions, such as
passing amendments to strengthen
the Welcoming City Ordinance,
Rodriguez added.
The ordinance, which passed
in October 2016, prohibits city
employees from questioning an
individual’s immigration status
and threatening deportation.
However, the Chicago Police
Department is allowed to collaborate with Immigration and
Customs Enforcement if targeted
individuals are in the city’s
gang database, have a pending
felony prosecution or prior felony convictions, according to
the ordinance.
In Madigan’s lawsuit, the
southwest suburban woman
is accused of not meeting state
requirements for immigration
service providers, including

SEE IMMIGRANTS, PAGE 39

Chicago immigrants falling
victim to law fraud
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Millennium Park was named the top tourist attraction in the Midwest for its free, culturally significant work open to locals
and visitors, said Millennium Park Foundation Executive Director Scott Stewart.

Millennium Park named
top Midwest attraction
» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER
MILLENNIUM PARK IS now the top
tourist attraction in the Midwest
and among the Top 10 most-visited sites in the country, putting
the park in the company of the
New York City’s Central Park and
Washington D.C.’s National Mall.

The park’s appeal is linked to its
exhibition of significant artistic
work and free entertainment, said
Scott Stewart, executive director of
the Millennium Park Foundation.
Bringing free expressive art
forms, including the Cloud Gate
sculpture, Pritzker Pavilion and
Crown Fountain, to the citizens

and visitors of Chicago is what
makes Millennium Park stand out,
Stewart added.
“We bring the best of art, architecture, performance and music,”
Stewart said. “Whatever that culturally significant activity may be,
[the park] brings the best of that at
hand here in Chicago.”
Chicago broke tourism records
in 2016 when it drew in 54.1 million
visitors citywide with 12.9 million
visitors coming to Millennium Park
in just the second half of the year.

The park has become a beloved
destination because of its free
programming, architecture, landscape design and public art, said
Mary May, Department of Cultural
Affairs and Special Events spokeswoman, in an April 12 email. Free
programming has been a “hallmark” of Millennium Park since
its opening in 2004, she added.
“We help to create activities,
programs and experiences in the
park that are unique to Chicago
and Millennium Park, and that
are innovative and reflect this
beautiful tapestry that Chicago
is,” Stewart said. “We want to see
all of that diversity and distinctiveness reflected [in the park].”
Robert Stokes, director of the
School of Public Services at DePaul
University, said cities like Chicago
have invested in tourism to replace
the lost revenue and employment
opportunities that left with the
manufacturing jobs.
Tourists patronize Chicago’s
restaurants, hotels and entertainment activities, which give
Chicagoans jobs, Stokes said.

Because of this system, cities
tend to prefer the type of tourism
that has the most economic impact
on the broader structure of the
city’s economic activities, he added.
“If you think about the city as a
tourist shed with all different types
of visitors that are going to come
and use the city as for various reasons, you start to add up the impacts
and costs of all that,” Stokes said.
In order to maintain being the top
tourist attraction in the Midwest,
Stewart said he sees an opportunity
to re-envision some of the landscape elements in the park to make
them more “ecologically vibrant”
and “environmentally meaningful.”
Millennium Park is a destination because of its elements, but the
landscapes should become destinations themselves, he added.
“Chicagoans saw what this park
could be, and we committed our
personal resources, time, effort and
finances to it,” Stewart said. “ It has
grown into this wonderfully beautiful dynamic and cultural space.”
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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Scientists send global message:
‘March for Science’
» MARLEY MOLKENTIN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
IN THE FIRST three months of President Donald Trump’s term, he has
proposed extensive cuts to federally funded science programs,
removing $1.2 billion in research
grants from the National Institute of Health, $102 million from
NASA’s earth sciences program
and $290 million from the Great
Lakes Restoration Initiative—a
90 percent cut.
Chicago’s March for Science,
scheduled for Earth Day on April
22, will protest these cuts and celebrate science, joining hundreds
of marches throughout the world
on the same date.
“We have authorities that are
denying the facts or making decisions that will [negatively] affect
the public despite knowing the

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE
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facts,” said Marcelo Caplan, an
associate professor in the Science
and Mathematics Department
who will be attending the march.
“Someone needs to stand up on
this. The reason I am going is
because the facts that are being
attacked are scientific facts.”
The march is intended to
protect the role of science in
the government and society
and educate people on the
important role that science
plays in their daily lives, said
Kristian Aloma, the Chicagobased march’s co-director.
Aloma said it is important
that science be closely related
to public policy. Though the
march has a political statement to make, this is not an
attack on the Trump administration. Instead, he said he
wants this to be the beginning of
a larger scientific movement.
“As each administration comes
and goes, we hope to create a
movement and an approach that
influences and encourages those
administrators to protect science,

to leverage science and celebrate
science,” Aloma said.
Scott Pruit, the new head of the
EPA, was previously a vocal critic
of the agency’s regulation policies
when he served as Oklahoma attorney general. Other top appointees
have no scientific background to
prepare them for their jobs, according to multiple media reports.
Currently, there are more than
500 rallies in more than 50 countries planned, according to the
group’s website. Steven Houser,
president of the American Heart
Association and senior associate dean of research at Temple
University in Philadelphia, said he
plans to attend the original March
for Science in Washington, D.C. to
bring “visibility to science” and
break stereotypes.
“Scientists are real people, not
just geeks in our laboratories.
Scientists are trying to do good.
We’re in our labs, underpaid and
overworked, trying to improve the
health of our country,” Houser said.
chronicle@colum.edu
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decrease graduation rates because
there are already many possible
reasons students do not graduate
high school.
Some students have family lives
not conducive to the kind of education offered in public schools,
and some students have difficulties maintaining adequate food,
shelter and safety, which makes
concentrating on education difficult, he added.
“Now you’re going to come
along with an extra requirement,”
Sampson said. “The mayor has no
clue about what’s going on in poor
brown and black communities. If
he did, he’d understand that [the
plan is] just an extra impediment.”
Despite pushback, the initiative’s primary goal is to ensure
students have a plan when they
leave high school and that counselors as well as other support
systems within high schools make
certain students have options and
opportunities, said Alan Mather.
Chief of CPS’ Office of College and
Career Success.

According to Mather, CPS officials realized there was a gap in
supporting students who were
choosing a post-graduation pathway other than college.
“There was nothing [through
CPS] to recognize the work schools
were doing and preparing students
for that alternative pathway that
might’ve been an apprenticeship, leading to a good paying job,”
Mather said.
He added how the plan was not
news to principals and school counselors. Mather explained that CPS
met with school officials, students
and other organizations to vet the
idea and hear their feedback before
the official plan was announced.
The plan will more than likely get
the approval of the Chicago Board
of Education, Sampson said, but
for the wrong reasons.
“They want to appear, for political reasons, to do something,”
Sampson said. “[The plan] is just
the wrong something.”
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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registering with the attorney general’s office, providing consumers
with a written contract in English
and their native language, a threeday window to cancel the contract
and return all documents to the
consumer upon the demand.
Eileen Boyce, Madigan’s spokeswoman, said the attorney general’s
office has received about 12 complaints of similar fraudulent counseling in the first three months of
2017. In comparison, they received
about 30 in the entirety of 2016.
“Unfortunately, there is a lot
of fear and confusion about the
recently issued executive orders
and how they change our country’s
immigration policies,” Madigan
said in a February press release
warning immigrant communities
of counseling fraud.
Also in February, Cook County
State’s Attorney Kim Foxx
launched a hotline for residents
who fall victim to fraud as result of
their immigration status. Victims
can anonymously call and report
the case. Federal authorities will

not be contacted, according to a Feb.
24 press release from Foxx’s office.
Foxx’s office did not respond to
requests for comment on the number of reports of fraudulent immigration counseling it has received
as of press time.
Rachel Kao, co-chair of the
Unauthorized Practice of Law
Committee for the American
Immigration Lawyers Association,
Chicago chapter, said, immigration
law fraud is underreported because
victims are afraid and fail to understand when it has happened.
“Many [immigrants receiving
fraudulent counseling] are not
aware that they’ve been a victim,”
Kao said. “They just think it hasn’t
worked out.”
Victims normally come from
countries with fewer civil rights
as compared to the U.S., have difficulty understanding they can press
charges and “are used to being the
victimized,” Kao said.
Daniel Fisher, a Chicago-based
immigration attorney, said when
people become desperate, they

TWEET IT @CCCHRONICLE

become more vulnerable to scams.
However, many immigrants’ fears
of deportation are rational, he said.
He has had legal inquiries from
those who have irrational concerns.
People need to educate themselves
about immigration law, which can
lead to fewer cases of fraudulent
counseling, Fisher added.
“I have people who would call
me that were naturalized citizens
three, four years ago, and they’re
scared their citizenship is going
to be taken away,” he said. “I would
classify that as an irrational fear.”
Immigrants seeking counseling need to do their research, and
whenever anyone offers a “quick fix,”
they should be skeptical, he said.
“Unfortunately, there are many
instances where it takes years
of going through paperwork to
become a resident,” Fisher said. “So
if someone is telling you they can
make you a permanent resident for
$10,000, $15,000 within a couple
of weeks, that’s probably a scam.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
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